We summarize the recent progress in a new approach to precision LHC physics based on the IR-improved DGLAP-CS theory as it relates to a new MC friendly exponentiated scheme for precision calculation of higher order corrections to LHC physics in which IR singularities from both QED and QCD are canceled to all orders in α and in αs simultaneously in the presence of rigorous shower/ME matching. We present the first MC data comparing the implied new showers themselves with the standard ones using the HERWIG6.5 MC event generator as a test case at LHC energies.
The advent of the LHC marks the era of precision QCD, by which we mean predictions for QCD processes at the total theoretical precision tag of 1% or better. Here, we summarize the elements of our approach to such precision calculations [1, 2, 3] and its recent applications in Monte Carlo(MC) event generator studies, which are still preliminary.
At such a precision as we have as our goal, issues such as the role of QED [4, 5] are an integral part of the discussion and we deal with this by the simultaneous resummation of QED and QCD large infrared(IR) effects, QED ⊗ QCD resummation [1] in the presence of parton showers, to be realized on an event-by-event basis by MC methods. In proceeding with our analytical discussion, we first review this approach to resummation and its relationship to those in Refs. [6, 7] ; this review is followed by a summary of the attendant new IR-improved DGLAP-CS theory. We conclude with a summary of illustrative applications and results, including the sample MC data.
To put the discussion in the proper perspective, we note that the authors in Ref. [8] have argued that the current state-of-the-art theoretical precision tag on single Z production at the LHC is (4.1 ± 0.3)% = (1.51 ± 0.75)%(QCD) ⊕ 3.79(P DF ) ⊕ 0.38 ± 0.26(EW )%.
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Turning now to our analysis, we note that, in Refs. [1, 2, 3] , we have derived the following expression for the hard cross sections in the SM SU 2L × U 1 × SU c 3 EW-QCD theory
where the new YFS-style [10] 
have n hard gluons and m hard photons and we show the final state with two hard final partons with momenta p 2 , q 2 specified for a generic 2f final state for definiteness. The infrared functions SUM IR (QCED), D QCED are defined in Refs. [1, 2, 3] . This is the simultaneous resummation of QED and QCD large IR effects. Eq. (1) is exact.
Our approach to QCD resummation is fully consistent with that of Refs. [6, 7] as follows. First, Ref. [11] has shown that the latter two approaches are equivalent. We show in Refs. [2, 3] that our approach is consistent with that of th International Conference on High Energy Physics, Philadelphia, 2008 Refs. [6] by exhibiting the transformation prescription from the resummation formula for the theory in Refs. [6] for the generic 2 → n parton process as given in Ref. [12] to our theory as given for QCD by restricting (1) to its QCD component.
We show in Refs. [2, 3] that the result (1) allows us to improve in the IR regime 2 the kernels in DGLAP-CS [15, 16] theory as follows, using a standard notation:
These results are being implemented by MC methods as we exhibit already below. We turn next to illustrative results and implications.
Firstly, we note that the connection to the higher order kernels in Refs. [17] is done [2] . Secondly, in the NS case, we find that the n=2 moment is modified by ∼ 5% when evolved with (2) from 2GeV to 100GeV with n f = 5 and Λ QCD ∼ = .2GeV , for illustration. Thirdly, we have been able to use (1) to resolve violation [18, 19] of Bloch-Nordsieck cancellation in ISR at O(α 2 s ) for massive quarks [20] . Fourthly, the threshold resummation implied by (1) for single Z production at LHC shows a 0.3% QED effect and agrees with known exact results in QCD -see Refs. [1, 21, 22] . Fifthly, we have a new scheme [3] for precision LHC theory: in an obvious notation,
where the primed quantities are associated with (2) in the standard QCD factorization calculus. Sixthly, we have [1] an attendant shower/ME matching scheme, wherein, for example, in combining (1) with Herwig [23] , Pythia [24] , MC@NLO [25] or new shower MC's [26] , we may use either p T -matching or shower-subtracted residuals
} to create a paradigm without double counting that can be systematically improved order-by order in perturbation theory -see Refs. [1] . Finally, we show in Fig. 1 the effects of using the new kernels in a new version of Herwig6.5, Herwig6.5-YFS, on both the shower and pion energy fraction and p T spectra for 2 → 2 hard sub-processes at LHC energies -as expected, the IR-improved sprectra are softer. We look forward to the further exploration and development of the results presented herein. th International Conference on High Energy Physics, Philadelphia, 2008 
